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A Novella of the Orion War (Aeon 14)Rika is a scout mech, once human, now she is the property of

the Genevian military.Rika's crime was small, stealing food. But when faced with a five-year prison

term, or conscription in the Genevian military, she chose war.She had no idea what that conscription

would entail.Now little of Rika's human body remains, and she serves as an SMI-2 scout mech, the

meat inside a cyborg body. She, and others like her, are sent in ahead of the human soldiers to tip

the scales of war.But the enemy has upped the ante and the mechs of Rika's fireteam will have to

go up against unimaginable odds if they want to serve their time and become human again.An Aeon

14 seriesThe events of the Rika's Marauders series occur during the New Canaan time span in The

Orion War series. This series may be read at any time after reading Destiny Lost, New Canaan, or

Orion Rising.About M. D. Cooper & Aeon 14M. D. Cooper is a New York Times bestselling author

who has envisioned a rich future for humanity, one where planet-sized megastructures house

trillions of humans, and civilization has risen only to fall and rise again.Fans of Starship Troopers,

Honor Harrington, The Expanse, or Elizabeth Moon's Vatta's War will feel right at home in this, the

first book of the Rika's Marauders, which takes a deeper dive into the world of Aeon 14.Over the

course of the next few years, M. D. Cooper plans to release an additional twenty-two books in this

expanding universe. So strap in with Rika and get ready to kick some ass as we find out what the

future has in store for us.What is Aeon 14?The universe of Aeon 14 is based on the premise that

advanced, intelligent, starfaring life takes 14 billion years to evolve. In astronomy an aeon is a billion

years. In Aeon 14, humanity is at the leading edge of this evolution in the Milky Way

Galaxy.Humanity and the AIs they have created spread out amongst the stars and find that they are

alone, though it may not always be that way....Recommended ReadingÃ‚Â Order:OutsystemA Path

in the DarknessDestiny Rising can also be read in place of Outsystem & A Path in the

DarknessBuilding VictoriaDestiny Lost (also works as a starting point)Set the Galaxy on FireNew

CanaanOrion RisingRika Mechanized (can be read at any time after Destiny Lost)Close Proximity

(Forthcoming - can be read at any point after Destiny Lost)Strike Vector (Forthcoming - to be read

after Close Proximity)Rika Outcast (Forthcoming - can be read at any point after Destiny

Lost)Notes:- The forthcoming Delta-Team stories can be read at any point after Destiny Lost, but

may contain small spoilers. - The forthcoming 242nd Marine stories can be read at any point after

Outsystem.
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As an arc reader this is the first time that I have read anything by MD Cooper as this book was

included in 'Intergalactic' a collection of authors. After I finished this book which is a Prequel to the

'Marauders' series, I was immediately on to Book 1, 'Outcast' and have finished reading that as well.

Both of his books were fast paced, well written, and intriguing ~ so much so, that I can't until book 2,

'Redeemed' is finally published!

I really enjoyed this book and the strong female leads. There were a dozen or so errors that should

be corrected, but not enough to detract from the overall quality of the book. Although I usually don't

spend what the next book costs, this has me interested....I want to see what happens next.

Three female warriors conscripted by circumstances beyond their control. Outfitted with

biomechanical limbs and determination to survive this war and return to freedom they bond into a

fighting unit and discover their humanity still resides inside their armored bodies. Fighting against

superior numbers, tactical nukes, and overwhelming odds they use every ounce of grit and



determination to make sure they survive.

You want action ? You got it. Sci/fi ground war at its best. This story was a good read. The author

did a good job with the realism and humanitarian look. Happy

I liked the tech explanations, and also the character development. These ladies really care for each

other. People who like military tactical action will enjoy it, as I did.

Enjoyed the story and its characters. With Lots of action in this one it is an easy read Mechninized

human who would of thought.

This book rocks it fast and fun to read buy it and enjoy it it good fast read of the mechs.

love Rika! a true butt kicker chick! looking forward to the next book.
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